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Ninja Community!

Dear Administrators:
Season VI was our most successful year to date. We were able to bring in over $1 million in
revenue to ninja gyms across the U.S. Many facilities used our competitions to keep their
doors open after lockdowns took away other streams of revenue. Our RNL competitions
brought hundreds of new ninjas to the competitive side of the sport and our Gauntlet Tournament blazed a trail for professional ninja. We are excited for the future of this league and
our community.
We have a lot of exciting news to announce for Season VII. However, before we dive in, we
want to address some misinformation by sharing our vision for the growth and future of
ninja as a sport. The best place for us to start is six seasons ago when the entire community
unified to form the National Ninja League.
In the beginning, ninja was a small sport. There were only small collections of gyms scattered across the country. The only competitions seen were isolated comps at various gyms.
Then, in 2015, all of the leaders in the community came together to collaborate on the
future of the sport. The leaders at the time knew one voice shouldn’t speak for the entire
community and that no one person could handle all of the challenges that would face a
growing sport. This is why the league came together and formed the NNL Board of Directors.
The board consists of leaders from across the nation. The Northeast, Southeast, Midwest,
West Coast and all regions have representation on the board. These leaders each share the
various challenges their regions face. For the past 6 years the NNL Board has been setting
rules and standards for ninja competitions across the World. These standards can be found
in our well documented 30 page rulebook that sets the standards for safety, quality, and
governance of ninja competitions.
These standards and policies will one day lead ninja to the Olympics. The process for getting a sport to the Olympics is a long and arduous one. It took climbing over 30 years to
organize enough to reach the level required for the Olympics. We are committed to walking
this path for as long as it takes to become successful.
The organizations governing the Olympics look for well developed programs that over the
years have established coaching certifications, quality control, rules, regulations, and standardization. Over the past six seasons we have been quietly working towards meeting all
of the requirements necessary to bring the sport to the Olympic level. We understand that
these strict policies ask more of our community. However, the Board believes in the future
of this sport. We know in order for our sport to grow there needs to be coaching certifications, strict safety regulations and a high standard for all competitions.
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In addition to creating standards and regulations the entire community can use, we are also
partnering with organizations willing to make the same commitments to safety and quality
control. We currently partner with over 20 leagues and organizations worldwide to grow ninja
as a sport. We will continue to add more organizations that share the same vision we have of
growing the sport as new organizations emerge.
While the Olympics may be many years away there are closer goals that our organization has
in our sights. Our RNL, NNL and Gauntlet competitions establish what we see as the future of
the competitive sport at all levels.
In most sports the beginners or amateurs make up the base of the population. This is where
our beginner friendly RNL competitions fit in. The point system used for RNL helps newer and
younger athletes get started with competitive ninja. This past season our RNL programming
saw one of the largest growth rates from any organization in ninja.
Our popular NNL events lead the way for well organized elite competitions. Every year we
grow and expand to make these competitions more prestigious. These events may be more
expensive but quality competitions are expensive. Proper equipment and matting are not
cheap and we can proudly say over 80% of our income goes directly to putting on the best
possible event for the community.
Finally, our Gauntlet tournaments are paving the way for what the future of professional ninja
may look like. We did extensive market research and built Gauntlet around what we believe
will have the most success as a spectator sport both for a live audience and for a tv production. Currently our editing team is hard at work producing the pilot for Gauntlet. We believe
this tournament will forever change the sport. We see Gauntlet’s success as paving the way for
athletes to get paid to be professionals.
As you can see, there are many things to be excited about going into Season VII. This packet
will contain helpful information to get you up to speed with rule changes, policy changes and
other general information you might be asked for as an NNL facility. We are excited to have
you on board and we are grateful for the opportunity to grow this community to its full potential.

Sincerely,

Chris Wilczewski
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Welcome!
Every year we listen to feedback from our community and make changes to our rules and
policies based on the feedback received. This year we would like to share the changes we’ve
made and some logic behind them to help the community understand where these changes
are coming from. We know it is impossible to please everyone but we can assure you we do
our best to listen to everyone and do what’s best for the community.

2 Qualifiers per Weekend:
This year, facilities will be allowed to host a maximum of two qualifiers per weekend. Facilities can still host as many competitions as the schedule will allow through-out the season.
However, only two can be scheduled on the same weekend by the same facility. The Board
decided two competitions was an appropriate number after hearing feedback from numerous facilities in smaller regions. The facilities hosted multiple competitions on the same
weekend to draw more athletes to the area. The board determined two would be the best
number for these “double headers” because it allowed facilities in smaller regions to draw a
bigger crowd without negatively impacting the quality of the competition.
Facilities hosting a double header will need to have two registrations, one for each competition and each individual registration must meet the price range for NNL competitions of
$40-$75.

Engaging an Obstacle Anywhere Besides the Start Platform:
This rule was added as a clarification. If an athlete engages/attempts an obstacle from anywhere besides the designated start platform the result will be an automatic failure of the
obstacle. This rule was added after a few comps were confused on how to score a child who
jumped onto the middle of the obstacle then failed. This clarification is intended to help
refs properly judge the athlete.

False Starts:
There is now a limit to the number of false starts an athlete can take. Athletes will have
three opportunities to start the course before their run is marked as a fail. This rule was
added to close a loop-hole that allowed for unlimited false starts.

One Obstacle:
Athletes must complete at least one obstacle to receive points from a competition. This rule
was added to close another potential loophole where athletes qualified directly to Worlds
without having cleared an obstacle.
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Should Elite Continue the Course?
One of our organizational goals is to offer the
most value per dollar at our competitions as
possible. In all of our other divisions, we allow
athletes to continue the course after they fail.
This system allows us to keep fair and accurate
scoring that keeps the integrity of ninja competitions while offering a better experience to our
athletes. This year we are excited to expand this
rule and allow our elite athletes to continue the
course after they fail as well. When we surveyed
the community over 75% felt Elites should continue the course.

Points Qualifying

76%

When surveyed we found over 75% of the community felt positive regarding
points qualifying. Given this statistic and the benefit facilities receive from
athletes doing multiple competitions, we decided to bring back points qualifying. This being said we also did our best to listen to the ~25% that were
against point qualifiers. This year points qualifiers will be a much smaller
number compared to the number of athletes moving on from Regionals. We
believe this system will please all participants.

Female Course Changes
This year we partnered with Ninjababes and NinjaWorks to do extensive research
on course clear rates for males vs females across all age divisions. Our data
showed a steep drop off in clear rates for males vs females starting with our
preteen division. This data along with research done by Ninjababes about the
phsyiological differences between males and females after puberty was enough
evidence for us to modify our rules so course designers can now design entirely
different courses for female athletes if they choose. We believe all athletes
should feel the thrill of making it to the buzzer at the end of our courses!

Division
Kids
Mature
Kids
Preteen
Teen
Young
Adult
Adult
Masters
Elite

Male
17%
26%

Female
13%
20%

21%
17%
15%

12%
7%
2%

6%
3%
11%

0%
0%
0.3%
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Worlds
Qualifying
This offseason our team worked incredibly hard to improve our Regional Championship format from last season.
We switched to the Regional format to decrease the total number of athletes at Worlds, allowing us the flexibility
to host Worlds during a pandemic. The format delivered as promised and allowed us to focus more attention on
each age division and provided an elite experience for those who qualified. This year we plan to bring the Regional
Championships back with some major improvements.

Athlete Minimum

This year, each region will send a minimum number of athletes for each of its age and gender divisions to Worlds.
This number will be announced in the coming weeks. Our board is currently using forecasting models to determine
the most appropriate minimum number of athletes from each region. One thing we can assure participants is the
number of qualifiers going to Worlds from Regionals will be larger this season than last year.

Percentage Based
We are also introducing percentage based qualifying in order to accommodate various region sizes. This system
will help calibrate the difficulty in qualifying by allowing more spots for larger regions. The exact percentage is still
being calculated and will be released at a later date. All regions will have a minimum number of athletes they will
send to Worlds. We will then take the total number of unique athletes per age and gender division that competed in
a given region this season and multiply that by our percentage based metric. If the percentage of the region’s age/
gender division is greater than the minimum, we will take the new number (percentage). This system will allow more
athletes to qualify while maintaining a minimum representation from all regions.

Athlete Maximum
In order to provide the best possible Worlds experience and prevent overcrowding at our World Championship we
will also be capping our percentage based qualifying number to a maximum allowed for each gender/age division
per region. This will help assure our event never runs late and all athletes receive adequate attention during their
competition. If the percentage of unique athletes that competed in any age/gender division per region exceeds the
maximum qualifying number we will only take athletes up to the maximum number.

Summary

This year we will use the total number of unique athletes in each region’s age/gender divisions and multiply this by
our qualifying percentage. If the resulting number is less than the minimum, we will take the minimum number of
athletes for that region’s age/gender division. If the result is more than the maximum, we will take the maximum
number of athletes for that region’s age/gender division. Finally, if the result lands in between the minimum and
maximum, we will take the result from our calculation.
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Three Leagues
One Organization

Part of our vision for the future of ninja is to grow the sport from the beginner level all the way to the
professional. This core part of our mission separates our organization from all others. We see the importance of every layer of the sport. We believe in laying a strong foundation for beginners to access ninja
through our youth friendly RNL competitions. Every year we add more ninjas to the competitive circuit
through RNL comps across the nation. We believe in setting and enforcing rules and standards for elite
competitions in the NNL. This offers the most competitive opportunities for ninjas of all ages to compete
at a high level. Finally, we believe our Gauntlet Tournaments will pave the way for future generations
to make ninja their profession. This tournament has the most potential to generate revenue for ninjas
through its spectator friendly format.
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Speed Course or Short Course
Many participants new to the sport will use these terms interchangeably. However, there is a key difference between the two types of courses. Before we dive in we should add the disclaimer that the factors that differentiate a short course from a speed course are heavily dependent upon the talent level of the ninjas taking to the
course. The same course may be a short course for one age group and a speed course for an older age group.
With that disclaimer out of the way, let’s dive in.
Speed Courses: When one hears the term speed course, what comes to mind? The first thought for most may
be courses with a shortened time limit: approximately 2 minutes or less. While many speed courses may have a
shorter time limit, a shorter time limit alone is not enough to determine if a course is a speed course or a short
course. The term speed course gets its name from the speed in which athletes fly through the course. Speed
courses are filled with easier obstacles relative to the competitive field and generally have a very high clear
percentage. The only way to win a speed course is by moving faster and being more efficient on the course.
Speed course time limits can vary from very short to very long. The main determining factor for if a course is a
speed course is the clear rate. If the majority of athletes will clear the entire course it is a speed course.
Short Courses: Short courses are defined by their low to average clear percentages and their short time limit.
A short course will always have a shorter time limit. The main difference between a short course and a speed
course is the clear rate. A good short course will have a clear percentage of 10%-40%. This clear percentage
proves objectively that the obstacles in the course were scaled appropriately to provide a challenge for the
athletes on the course. Short courses can challenge athletes in numerous ways. A two minute course can challenge the athlete’s grip, balance, technical ability or even endurance. You can determine what type of short
course it was by where the highest percentage of athletes failed. If the majority of athletes fell on a technical
movement it would be safe to say that was a short technical course.
As you can see, there are some very key differences that separate short courses from speed courses. It is important that our community recognizes the differences and doesn’t begin to over generalize courses. There are
many different ways to challenge ninjas. It is important we recognize the differences as a community.

Point Flaws
Ninja is a unique sport that demands perfection and precision from its athletes. Nevertheless, points systems
have been popular with small groups of athletes and as such our board, since our inception, has explored
the concept of scoring athletes based on points. Some see points as the ultimate scoring system for ninja.
However, after six years of extensive research we can say that all points systems we explored have fatal flaws
that prevent them from being a fair and accurate scoring system. Currently, existing points systems encourage athletes to completely skip challenging obstacles. Most points systems count each obstacle that athletes
complete and then take their total course time and total points earned then sort all athletes by most points in
the shortest amount of time.
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Point Flaws (cont.)
This system rewards athletes willing to skip the crux (challenging) obstacles in an effort to save time and energy. Since the system counts their total course time, including time spent trying to work through challenging
obstacles, the athlete who took the time and exerted the energy to get through 3/4th of a challenging obstacle
will be ranked lower than the athlete who skipped that challenging obstacle entirely.
Flaws aside, we can recognize that there is value to points systems. New athletes want to feel good about all of
the obstacles they complete. This is why we use a points system for our RNL competitions. We believe there is a
correlation between retention and success in ninja.
We may never use a points system for NNL competitions, at least not while there is no fair and accurate way to
rank athletes using a points system. However, we introduced the concept of skills qualifiers to offer a fair and
accurate system for ranking all of the obstacles an athlete completes. With skills qualifiers, every obstacle an
athlete completes in some capacity will count towards their score regardless of if they failed the previous obstacle. Skills qualifiers also eliminate the possibility of athletes skipping challenging obstacles to save time. We
believe skills qualifiers offer athletes the best of both worlds.
*Disclaimer: We are always open to new ideas and if you believe there is a fair system for ranking athletes based
on points we encourage you to email us at info@nationalninja.com.

Frustration Over Short Time Limits Point to Bigger Issue
This year some members of our community voiced frustration over the 1:10 time limit for the Mature Kids Stage
1 course. Before we take a look at that time limit and the bigger issue it points to, we need to establish a few
things.
First we need to look at event scheduling. Planning for Worlds is done months in advance. Course leads use
historical data to forecast the number of athletes competing at Worlds. From there they calculate time limits for
Stages 1, 2, and 3 based on the total number of athletes for any given age division. This calculation is vital to the
event planning process because so many things depend on the event schedule. Occupancy permits, paid staff,
equipment rentals and venue administrators all need to know starting and stopping times for the event. Since
so many moving parts depend on these calculations, course leads will always be cautious when defining their
courses. All of their estimates are done based on the percentage they know will move on: 35% and 20%. This assures the event stays on schedule and is not in violation of any state laws or venue policies.
Next up is the concept of target clear rates. Every year course designers for Worlds aim for a target clear rate of
around 20%. This percentage allows a healthy number of athletes to move on to the next stage without risking
the schedule. If course designers undershoot the 20% there will likely still be course clears, and if they overshoot they won’t be in jeopardy of running late.
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Frustration Over Short Time Limits Point to Bigger Issue
(cont.)
Course designers have various methods for hitting their target clear percentages. They can add technical obstacles or increase the grip power/grip endurance required to clear the course. When the course does not have
any of these methods for trimming the field down, course designers may use the time limit as the method for
hitting their target clear rates.
Historically time has always been the limiting factor for Stage 1. This concept dates back to the inception
of ninja. The concept of three stages was created long before the inception of the NNL to test all aspects of
strength and fitness. Stage 1 is intended to test speed, efficiency, and technical ability. Stage 2 is intended to
test power, explosiveness, and strength. Finally, Stage 3 is designed to push the athlete’s limits of muscle endurance. Any athlete capable of defeating all three stages needs to be well trained in all aspects of fitness.
Now that we have established some basic principles of course design let’s revisit our Mature Kids time limit.
Course designers chose the tight time limit for several reasons. First, the course offered little to no crux points.
Second, the talent level of the Mature Kids division was incredibly high, especially considering only a limited
number of athletes qualified this season due to the pandemic. The overwhelming majority of athletes could
complete the course without failing. Finally, course designers firmly believe Stage 1 should be the ultimate test
of speed and efficiency. The three factors combined created a scenario where course designers knew the only
method for hitting the target clear percentage was using a tight time limit.
Ultimately, the course designers would prove correct. The clear percentage was within 1% of their target clear
rate. However, many were still frustrated with the course’s time limit. If the course designers were able to hit
their target clear rate, why did some coaches, parents and spectators feel the time limit was wrong? We believe
this points to a larger issue with ninja that our team is working to solve.
As ninja currently stands, athletes train all year to compete for one and a half minutes on our Worlds course
(Stage 1) and approximately one and a half minutes on our skills. That is a total of only 180 possible seconds,
unless, of course, they advance to Stages 2 and 3. If you remove 20 seconds off the course time limit you are
taking away almost 10% of the already short total possible time athletes can compete at Worlds. This is rightfully frustrating to athletes and coaches.
Our goal is always to provide the highest possible value and experience for our athletes. When we fail to deliver we always do our best to improve and learn from the experience. We witnessed a similar issue at Hartford in 2019 when little to no athletes cleared Stage 1. After that, our team worked tirelessly to come up with a
solution and introduced both the skills and Strongest Ninja competitions. This allowed more than double the
time athletes spent on obstacles at Worlds. While tight course times may always exist to maintain the prestige
of clearing Stage 1, we are currently looking ahead to Season VII and 2022 Worlds for methods to improve the
overall experience for athletes. We want to see the best for this community and we want to see everyone show
off their ninja skills!
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ATHLETIC CODE OF
CONDUCT

WE BELIEVE ALL PARTICIPANTS SHOULD
FEEL COMFORTABLE AT ALL OF OUR EVENTS.
ALL OF OUR COACHES ARE REQUIRED TO GO
THROUGH ABUSE PREVENTION TRAINING
AND BACKGROUND SCREENING. WE ALSO
REQUIRE ALL PARTICIPANTS TO FOLLOW OUR
CODE OF CONDUCT.
CLICK HERE FOR CODE OF CONDUCT
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GAUNTLET
THE FUTURE OF NINJA
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MEET THE TEAM

C. WILCZEWSKI

K. KOFAHL

P. OOSTERLEE

Chris has been the operations
manager for 6 seasons. He is head
of all programing.

Kelly is the regional manager for
Northeast, West Coast and New
England. She is also head of the
Admin team for Worlds.

Perry is the NNL’s head of Foreign
Affairs. His goal is to build and develop the international community.

J. HOHN

D. FOISTER

B. MATHERS

Jennifer is the regional manager
for North Central and Midwest. She
is also a vital part of the World’s
planning team.

Dee is our Admin Assistant. She is
the first line of communication for
many athletes and parents.

Becky is the regional manager for
South Central, Southeast, Heartland and Rocky Mountains. She
also plays a vital role with Worlds.

P. SCOTT

A. CUNNINGHAM

M. SHERMAN

Philip is our creative director. He is
the visionary behind our website,
social media posts and print
graphics.

Alex is our data manager. He helps
upload run orders, process survey
data and communicate the voice
of the community.

Maura is our social media manager. She is in charge of all of our
social accounts and our email
blasts.
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